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National Development and Reform Commission of PRC
The Price Supervision and Inspection and Anti-monopoly Bureau, General Office
Administrative Punishment Decision [2015] No. 1
The Party: Qualcomm Incorporated
Pursuant to the Anti-Monopoly Law of the People’s Republic of China (AML) and
other laws and regulations, in November of 2013, we initiated an investigation on the
Party’s abuse of its dominant market position in the CDMA, WCDMA and LTE
wireless communication Standard Essential Patents (“wireless SEPs”) licensing
market and in the CDMA, WCDMA and LTE wireless communication terminal
baseband chips (“baseband chips”) market and the Party’s anti-monopoly behavior.
The investigation status and the decision are as follows:
I. The Party occupies a dominant market position in the wireless SEP licensing
market and baseband chip market
Our investigation against the Party involves the wireless SEP licensing market and
baseband chip market, in which the Party occupies the dominant market position.
A. The Party occupies the dominant market position in the wireless SEP
licensing market
Wireless communication technological standards are established together by the
industrial community through cooperation for the purpose of realizing the connection
and cooperation of networks, allowing products from various wireless communication
terminal manufacturers access to the same wireless cellular network. CDMA (both
CDMA IS-95 and CDMA 2000), GSM, WCDMA, TD-SCDMA and LTE are all the
mainstream wireless communication technological standards at present.
Telecommunication network operators need to obtain corresponding network
operating permits and establish a network that complies with certain wireless
communication technological standards by investing large amounts; wireless
communication terminal manufacturers also have to develop products that comply
with certain wireless communication technological standards based on the large
amount of investment; thus the cost of substitution among different wireless
communication technological standards is very high. Meanwhile, network service
levels supported by wireless communication technological standards in the same
generation are almost the same so that there is no technological necessity to substitute
between them. Different generations of wireless communication technological
standards involve evolutional relationships, while telecommunication network
operators generally require the wireless communication terminals to support previous
generations of wireless communication technological standards when they upgrade to
the new generation of wireless communication technological standards in order to
ensure the intergenerational compatibility during the years spent processing a network
upgrade. Therefore, there are no practical and feasible substitutable relationships
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among different wireless communication technological standards which have already
been applied to a broad range of areas. CDMA, WCDMA and LTE technological
standards involved in the investigation have no practical and feasible substitutability
standards at present.
Generally in the industry, when implementing the technological standards, the patents
which are necessarily applied are referred to as Standard Essential Patents (“SEPs”).
Wireless communication technological standards, as highly complicated technological
solutions, comprise a large number of SEPs. When one piece of a wireless
communication patent is incorporated into CDMA, WCDMA and LTE technological
standards, it will become a non-substitutable and unique part of the SEP and will
exclude other competing patents. As wireless SEPs are necessary patents which must
be applied to realize certain wireless communication technological standards, wireless
communication terminal manufacturers have to get wireless SEP licenses when they
produce and sell products that comply with relevant technological standards. With
respects to the demand substitution, each piece of a wireless SEP incorporated into a
relevant technological standard is indispensable and is necessary for wireless
communication terminal manufacturers to produce certain wireless communication
terminals. The lack of any wireless SEP will result in wireless communication
terminals unable to comply with relevant technological standards or unable to meet
market demands. With respect to supply substitution, each wireless SEP is unique and
has no real or potential alternative supply after being incorporated into, announced,
and applied to wireless communication technological standards. Therefore, each
wireless SEP license constitutes one independent relevant product market. In this case,
as the Party grants combined licensing of the wireless SEPs it owns, the relevant
product market shall integrate the relevant product markets constituted separately by
each wireless SEP the Party owns.
Since the licensing, application and protection of patents feature territoriality, the
regional market of each wireless SEP which separately constituted an independent
relevant product market in one country or district. For this case, the Party grants
combined license of the wireless SEPs it owns in different countries or districts, and
the relevant regional markets for wireless SEP licensing is the integration of countries’
or districts’ markets where the Party owns wireless SEPs.
We found that the Party owns different quantities of wireless SEPs respectively that
are part of CDMA, WCDMA and LTE wireless communication technological
standards. The Party has a dominant market position in the wireless SEP licensing
market for the following facts and reasons:
a. The Party possesses a 100% market share in the relevant market. The Party
possesses a 100% market share in each of the relevant product markets for each of
the wireless SEPs that it owns. Meanwhile, the Party owns numerous wireless
SEPs included in CDMA, WCDMA and LTE wireless communication
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technological standards. Relevant wireless SEPs overlap with each other to form
wireless SEP combinations covering certain wireless communication
technological standards. The Party possesses a 100% market share in the
combined wireless SEP licensing market where there is no market competition. In
can be inferred that the Party occupies a dominant market position in the wireless
SEP licensing market, according to subparagraph 1 of Paragraph 1, Article 19 in
the Anti-Monopoly Law.
b. The Party has the ability to control the wireless SEP licensing market. Since the
Party owns the wireless SEPs combinations covering CDMA, WCDMA and LTE
technological standards, wireless communication terminal manufacturers need to
get relevant combined wireless SEP licensing from the Party when it produces and
sells wireless communication terminals that comply with CDMA, WCDMA and
LTE technological standards or they will be unable to enter the market to compete
and are likely to face risks including the Party filing a patent infringement
litigation or injunctive relief suit. Reaching relevant licensing agreements for
wireless SEP combinations with the Party is the only choice for potential licensees.
It is proved that the Party has more than 200 wireless SEP licenses and most of the
licensing provisions involved in the patent licensing agreements reached between
the licensees and the Party are unilaterally formed by the Party while the licensee
has no objective conditions or actual ability to constrain the market power of the
Party. Thus, to a large extent, the Party has the ability to control the patent
licensing fees and licensing conditions and to impede and impact the relevant
market access of other undertakings.
c. Wireless communication terminal manufactures rely heavily on the Party’s
wireless SEP combinations. They have to use the wireless SEP combinations of
the Party to produce and sell products that comply with CDMA, WCDMA and
LTE technological standards. As each of the Party’s wireless SEPs covers a
different aspect of a relevant technological standard, each of the wireless SEPs is
indispensable for wireless communication terminal manufacturers. The lack of
any wireless SEP is possible to lead to a wireless communication terminals’ failure
in connecting with networks, meeting customers’ needs or obtaining network
access licenses from regulatory authorities. Thus, wireless communication
terminal manufactures relied heavily on the wireless SEP combinations of the
Party, which possesses dominant market power.
d. Other undertakings are hard pressed to access the relevant market. Wireless
communication technological standards are technological specifications used to
realize compatibility, connectability and cooperation among wireless
communication terminals. When a patent becomes a part of a wireless SEP of
CDMA, WCDMA and LTE technological standard, other competing technologies
will possibly be excluded from the technological standard. After the application of
CDMA, WCDMA and LTE technological standards, changes to any technology
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incorporated into the standards would generally result in unbearable costs for
operators and relevant manufacturers, and other competing technologies are
objectively hard pressed to be incorporated into the technological standards. Thus,
other undertakings have limited access to the relevant market.
During the investigation process, the Party did not submitted evidence that proves it
possesses no dominant market position in the wireless SEP licensing market.
Pursuant to Article 18 of the Anti-Monopoly Law, according to the above factors, we
confirm that the Party has a dominant market position in the wireless SEP licensing
market.
B. The Party occupies the dominant market position in the baseband chip
market
Baseband chips are a significant component to realizing performance of wireless
communication terminals. Since wireless communication technological standards are
based on various wireless SEPs, baseband chips that comply with different
technological standards vary in features, functions and other aspects. With respect to
demand substitution, wireless communication terminal manufacturers must use the
baseband chips supporting the corresponding technological standards. The
manufacturers cannot transfer to purchasing baseband chips supporting other
technological standards because of a change in any factor such as price. With respect
to supply substitution, research and development and the production of baseband
chips involves complex technology and there is strong market access barrier for other
undertakings; manufacturers producing baseband chips that comply with different
technological standards rely on different technologies and platforms, so that they
cannot make a quick transfer of manufacturers based on changes in demand and other
factors in different baseband chips like demand quantities, price etc.; therefore the
supply of different baseband chips has no substitutability. Thus, baseband chips with
different technological standards cannot substitute for each other. The baseband chip
market involved in the investigation in this case can be segmented to three different
relevant product markets: the CDMA baseband chips market, the WCDMA baseband
chip market and the LTE baseband market.
There are no significant regional barriers with respect to the transportation, sale, use
or import & export of baseband chips. Baseband chips manufacturers sell baseband
chips with a global scope and always compete with other baseband chip
manufacturers worldwide; wireless communication terminal manufacturers purchase
different baseband chips worldwide based on factors including function, price, quality,
brand etc. Thus, in this case, the relevant regional market of CDMA baseband chips,
WCDMA baseband chips, and LTE baseband chips is a global market.
We found that the Party has a dominant market position in the CDMA baseband chips
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market, the WCDMA baseband chip market and the LTE baseband chips market for
the main facts and reasons as follows:
a. The Party owns more than half of the market shares in the relevant market.
According to the data in the Strategy Analytics Report, in 2013 the market share
of the Party’s sales values in the CDMA baseband chips market, the WCDMA
baseband chips market and the LTE baseband chips market are respectively 93.1%,
53.9% and 96%, which are all more than 50%. Pursuant to Subparagraph 1,
Paragraph 1 of Article 19 of the Anti-Monopoly Law, the Party occupies a
dominant market position in the baseband chips relevant markets above.
b. The Party has the ability to control the baseband chips relevant markets, according
to data in the Strategy Analytics Report; the Party has the ability to control the
relevant baseband chips market. According to data in the Strategy Analytics report,
the Party has been leading in the baseband chips market for long time. It has
stably kept the No.1 position in the worldwide sales of baseband chips for six
consecutive years from 2007 to 2013, and its market share is apparently higher
than its competitors. The Party and VIA Telecom have been the only two
companies in the CDMA baseband chip market for quite a long period, and VIA
Telecom’s market share accounts for less than 7%; in the LTE baseband chip
market in 2013, Samsung of South Korea was ranked 2nd but only accounted for
around 2% of the market share. Therefore, in the CDMA and LTE baseband chip
markets, the Party has considerable market control power. In the WCDMA
baseband chip market in 2013, the market shares of MTK, Intel and Broadcom are
respectively 15.5%, 11.8% and 9.3% respectively, which are much lower than the
Party’s market share of 53.9%. MTK ranked as 2nd and has increased market
share in recent years, but its strengths are mainly situated in the middle and low
end market; it lags far behind the Party in publishing baseband chips with the
same specifications and has much lower control power than the Party in the
WCDMA baseband chip market. Therefore, in the WCDMA baseband chip
market, the Party has to some extent the capability to control the market.
c. Main manufacturers of wireless communication terminals rely highly on the
baseband chips from the Party, who owns the largest shares in the CDMA,
WCDMA and LTE baseband chip markets. Because of the small number of
baseband chip manufacturers, there are only limited options for manufacturers of
wireless communication devices and hence they rely highly on the Party.
Meanwhile, since the Party produces baseband chips that have advantages in
aspects such as technology, function and brand, in particular its middle and high
end baseband chips, the manufacturers of wireless communication terminals, in
seeking competitiveness of the products they produce and sell, will prefer the
Party’s baseband chips and rely strongly on the Party’s baseband chips.
d. The entry threshold of the baseband chip market is high and entry is difficult.
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Research, development and production of baseband chips require strength in
technology and is technology-intensive. It is difficult for potential operators to
enter into the baseband chip market, where they will usually be confronted with
entry barriers such as development and production, support of terminal operating
systems, operator tests, entry licensing from the national supervision department,
control of technology exports, and long periods of R&D and products’ release. As
a result, it is difficult for other operators to enter into the baseband chip market
and compete effectively.
During the investigation process, the Party has not provided any evidence which
proves that it does not have dominant market position in the CDMA and LTE
baseband chip markets.
The Party submits that it does not have dominant position in the WCDMA baseband
chip market, subject to the following facts and reasons: in terms of sales volume, the
Party accounts for less than 50% in the WCDMA baseband chip market and there is
effective competition in that market. The investigation authority holds that in this case,
the Party’s strengths in the WCDMA market reflect the sales value rather than the
sales volume. In 2013, the Party’s share of the sales value in the WCDMA baseband
chip market accounted for over 50% of all sales, and the sales volume for less than
50%, suggesting the Party’s WCDMA baseband chip had a higher price than other
operators’ average selling price, which further indicates that the Party has a dominant
position in the WCDMA baseband market. Also, the market share is merely one of the
factors in analyzing and finding whether the Party has dominance in the WCDMA
baseband chip market. Therefore, the evidence provided by the Party cannot prove
that it does not have a market dominant position in the WCDMA baseband chip
market.
According to Article 18 of the PRC Anti-Monopoly Law, based on comprehensive
analysis of the baseband chip market structure, competition situation, the extent to
which the counterparties rely on the Party, and the difficulty of market entry, the
investigation authority declares that the Party has a dominant market position in the
CDMA, WCDMA, and LTE baseband chip markets.
II. The Party’s Behaviors that Abuse Dominant Market Position
This case considers the Party’s packaged licensing of wireless SEPs that it owns in
relevant countries and regions. The investigation authority decided to investigate the
practice of selling baseband chips and licenses for the Party’s wireless SEPs as they
are closely related to market competition and consumers’ benefits within PRC
territory when wireless communication terminals are manufactured or sold within
PRC territory. The investigation authority finds that the Party abused its market
dominance and carried out monopolistic practices prohibited by the Anti-Monopoly
Law. The facts, reasons and basis are listed as follows:
6
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A. The Party abuses its dominance in the market for licensing of wireless SEPs
by charging unfairly high prices for patent licenses
a. Charging for expired wireless SEPs
The investigation authority found that as of January 1, 2014, certain patents included
in the wireless SEPs owned by the Party expired, and some of the expired patents
belong to significant wireless SEPs. CDMA technology has been commercially used
since 1995; many key CDMA wireless SEPs that the Party previously used have
already expired, and all the CDMA and WCDMA patent licensing agreements signed
by the Party and the licensees included relevant key CDMA wireless SEPs that have
expired. Although the Party keeps adding new patents into its portfolio, it has not
provided evidence that proves the value of the added patents equals that of the expired
wireless SEPs. Besides this, the Party does not offer patent lists to the licensees, and
the long-term, or even non-fixed-term licensing agreements signed by the licensees
have maintained the same licensing fee clauses ever since. The expired wireless SEPs
of the Party are included in the patent portfolio, and the licensees have no chance to
negotiate with the Party in a fair manner to avoid paying for the expired patents.
The aforementioned facts are evidenced by the Research Report on the Value of
Qualcomm’s Significant SEP Package Based on Patent Viability, User Unit License
Agreement and Investigation Inquiry Record, and the Narrative Response to NDRC’s
Questions.
During the investigation process in this case, the Party submitted that although there
have been some patents that expired each year, there are more new patents entering
the portfolio and thus there is no problem in charging for expired patents.
We hold that, regardless of the changes in the Party’s patent portfolio and whether
there are new patents being added into the portfolio successively, the Party cannot
justify its failure to offer the patent list when licensing for the long term or even
non-fixed terms. Even if its argument that new patents are continuing to be added to
the portfolio and that patent numbers have increased in total is true, the number of
patents in the portfolio does not necessarily represent the value of them. As a result,
the Party’s argument that the new patents added will compensate for the value of the
expired patents cannot be verified. The Party does not evaluate or explicitly indicate
whether the new patents added are valued or necessary for licensees, and it does not
measure or analyze the value changes and comparison between the newly-added and
the expired patents. On the other hand, it has charged the same amount in licensing
fees for years, arguing it has kept adding new patents into the portfolio, which
actually obscures the specific objects that are licensed, resulting in a situation where
the licensees need to pay the Party for its expired wireless SEPs.
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We hold that the Party shall provide the licensees with opportunities to negotiate with
the Party in order to avoid being charged over expired patents.
b. Requiring Licensees to provide free patent cross-licensing
The investigation authority finds that while licensing its wireless SEPs, the Party has
forced some licensees to license their relevant non-wireless SEPs to the Party; forced
some licensees to provide free reverse patent licenses; and deprived some licensees of
the right to claim or right to bring lawsuits against the Party with respect to relevant
patents. The Party has not evaluated the licensees’ patents in some wireless SEP
licensing negotiations and refused to pay the reverse license patents in reasonable
amounts.
The aforementioned facts are evidenced by the User Unit License Agreement, the
Investigation Inquiry Record, the Narrative Response to NDRC’s Questions, and
relevant materials submitted by the licensees.
During the investigation process, the Party raised three reasons for getting reverse
licenses from the licensees for free: (1) the Party acquires reverse licenses to protect
its own business and protect its baseband chip customers from patent infringement; (2)
the free reverse licenses belong to a larger part of overall value exchange between the
Party and the licensees; (3) many Chinese licensees do not own patent portfolios that
matches substantially in value.
The investigation authority holds that the above reasons do not make sense and it is
unfair to ask the licensees for free reverse licenses. Although the Party seeking reverse
licenses does not violate relevant laws, getting reverse licenses for free cannot be
justified under any circumstance. The Party getting reverse licensing shall respect the
innovative outcome of the licensees and give consideration to the value of the
reverse-licensed patent, in particular the Chinese licensees who own high value patent
portfolios as well. The Party cannot deny the value of patents held by Chinese
licensees based on the claim of protecting the Party’s business and protecting
baseband chip customers from patent infringement. It is not appropriate for the Party
to take advantage of its dominance in the market in licensing wireless SEPs and
baseband chip markets and ask the licensees to license relevant patents for free to the
Party or its customers. It also shall not restrict the licensees’ right to claim and right to
bring lawsuits with regard to the relevant patents. The Party has not offered valid
evidence to prove that it has paid for the reverse-licensed patents. The Party’s
argument that the free reverse licenses belong to the overall value exchange lacks
factual and evidential basis. Therefore, based on the evidence obtained through the
investigation, the argument of the Party does not match the facts and thus cannot
prove the fairness of asking for reverse licenses for free.
The investigation authority holds that the Party, taking advantage of its dominance in
8
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the market for licensing wireless SEPs, forces licensees to reverse-license its patents
for free and does not offset the patent value in the license fee or pay other
considerations.
Besides this, in the investigation, we also find that, within the patent portfolios
licensed by the Party, the wireless SEPs have core values while non-wireless SEPs are
not necessarily of value to all wireless communication terminals. Manufacturers of
wireless communication terminals do not have to obtain licenses for the Party’s
non-wireless SEPs. The wireless SEPs of the Party mainly involves wireless
communication technology instead of the shell, display screen, camera, microphone,
loudspeaker, battery, memory and operating system of the wireless communication
terminals. The Party conducts a packaged licensing of wireless SEPs and non-wireless
SEPs while charging its licensing fees based on the wholesale net selling price of the
complete communication terminals.
We find that the Party’s licensing portfolios include the wireless SEPs of core value
and the non-wireless SEPs whose value is uncertain to the licensees. For the licensees
who are forced to accept the Party’s package of patent licenses, the Party not only
kept a relatively high licensing fee, but also charged the fee based on the wholesale
net selling price of the complete communication terminals which is out of the
coverage area of the wireless SEPs held by the Party, which is unfair and results in too
high of a patent licensing fee.
Based on a comprehensive analysis of the Party’s aforesaid behaviors, the
investigation authority believe that the Party directly or indirectly charged an unfairly
high patent licensing fee. The Party requires a free patent cross-license, restricting the
licensees’ motivation to conduct technological innovation, impeding the innovation
and development of wireless communication technology, and excluding and
restricting competition in the wireless communication technology market. Meanwhile,
the requirement of free patent cross-licensing provides the Party with an unfair
competition advantage over other baseband chip manufacturers. Manufactures of
wireless communication terminals will be burdened with higher IP cost when
procuring products from other baseband chip manufacturers, which weakens the
competition ability of other base band chip manufactures and harms market
competition. The Party’s charge of unfairly high patent license fees increases the cost
of manufacturers of wireless communication terminals, which eventually transfers to
the end-consumers and harms the consumer.
The investigation authority find that the Party has violated Article 17(1)(i) of the PRC
Anti-Monopoly Law which prohibits the dominant market player from selling
commodities at unfairly high prices.
B. The Party abused its market dominant position in the market for licensing
wireless SEPs through tying non-wireless SEP licenses to wireless SEP licenses
9
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without justification
The investigation authority finds that manufacturers of wireless communication
terminals have to seek patent licenses from wireless SEP holders. Non-wireless SEPs
are not patents that are mandatory to be implemented. Manufacturers of wireless
communication terminals may avoid the design, or make free selections among
different competitive substitutable technologies according to the advantage and
disadvantage and other factors of the patented technologies since non-wireless SEPs
not belong to the licenses to be enforced forcibly. Therefore, non-wireless
communication SEPs and wireless communication SEPs have different properties and
are independent. Individually licensing non-wireless communication SEPs and
wireless communication SEPs will not affect the application and value of those two
different patents. When licensing patents, the Party does not separate the non-wireless
communication SEPs from those wireless communication SEPs and it does not
provide the licensees with a patent list. However, through setting a single licensing fee
and conducting a package of licensing, it conducted tying of non-wireless
communication SEPs.
The evidence to prove the aforesaid facts includes the Unit User License Agreement,
he Investigation Inquiry Records, the Narrative Response to NDRC’s Questions and
other relevant materials submitted by the licensees.
During the investigation process, the Party provided three reasons regarding the
reasonableness of tying non-wireless communication SEPs: (i) the Party provides the
selection of licensing wireless SEPs only, but the licensees mostly autonomously
chose the complete patent portfolio. (ii) it’s very difficult to distinguish the wireless
SEPs and non-wireless SEPs. The licensees may face lawsuit risk if they only obtain
the license of wireless SEPs. (iii) tying non-wireless SEPs will not restrict market
competition, the licensees could also choose the competitors’ technologies.
The investigation authority believes the reasons raised by the Party do not make sense.
There is no justification to tie the licensing of non-wireless SEPs with the licensing of
wireless SEPs. According to the evidence provided by many licensees, the Party’s
claim that it only provided the selection of licensing wireless SEPs is not consistent
with the facts. Through investigation, the authority finds that although some licensees
may autonomously choose the Party’s complete patent portfolio, some licensees are
still forced to accept the Party’s non-wireless SEPs in order to obtain the Party’s
licenses of wireless SEPs. Whether the licensee will sign a license agreement of a
package of patents with the Party should be autonomously selected by the licensee on
the premise of the Party to provide the patent list of wirless SEPs and non-wireless
SEPs. The Party always rejectsproviding the licensees with a patent list. Also,
generally, the Party will not provide the licensees with the license offer which only
contains the license of wireless SEPs. Wireless SEPs and non-wireless SEPs can be
distinguished and be licensed individually. Also, it is a general practice to define the
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coverage of the SEPs in the license agreement through contract articles. Even if it will
take some cost to individually license wireless SEPs and non-wireless SEPs and may
increase the complexity of patent license negotiation, this cannot become a
justification to tie the licensing of non-wireless SEPs with the licensing of wireless
SEPs.
The investigation authority believe that the Party abused its market dominant position
in the market for licensing wireless SEPs through tying non-wireless SEPs license
without justification when licensing wireless SEPs. Regarding non-wireless SEPs, the
licensees may have had the ability to consider various factors including infringement
and lawsuit risk and freely decide whether to and from which patent holder they want
to obtain a license. Since the Party ties the patent licensing of non-wireless SEPs, the
licensees have to obtain non-wireless SEPs from the Party and pay the licensing fee,
reasonable licensees generally will not pay additional fees to avoid the design or seek
substitutable technologies, which results in the loss of opportunity and possibility to
participate in competition with other substitutable technologies which are competitive
for the non-wireless SEPs held by the Party, seriously excluding and restricting
competition in the market for patent licensing of non-wireless SEPs, impeding and
restricting technological innovation, and eventually damaging the consumer.
The investigation authority determines that the Party has violated Article 17(1) (v) of
the PRC Anti-Monopoly Law through tying the licensing of non-wireless SEPs with
the licensing of wireless SEPs without justification, which prohibits the dominant
market player from tying commodities without justification.
C. The Party abuses its market dominant position in the baseband market
through attaching additional unreasonable conditions
The investigation authority finds that the Party treats the conclusion of a licensing
agreement with it with a “do not challenge the licensing agreement” condition as
mandatory to obtain the Party’s baseband chips. If the potential licensee has not
signed the patent license agreement including the unreasonable provisions above, the
Party will refuse to sign the baseband chips sales agreement with the potential
licensee and will refuse to supply baseband chips; If the licensee has signed the patent
licensing agreement with the Party and raised some disputes to such an agreement and
filed a lawsuit, the Party would stop providing baseband chips to the licensee.
The evidence to prove the aforesaid facts includes the Unit User License Agreement,
the Supply Agreement of Spare Parts, the Investigation Inquiry Records, and the
Narrative Response to NDRC’s Questions.
During the investigation, the Party does not deny the fact that it regards the
conclusion of a licensing agreement with it and the “do not challenge the licensing
agreement” agreement as the conditions to provide the licensees with baseband chips.
11
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However, the Party claims that the practice is reasonable.
The investigation authority believe that manufacturers of wireless communication
terminals should pay fair, reasonable patent licensing fees when using the Party’s
wireless SEPs. However, the Party includes unreasonable conditions including
charging for expired patents, requirements for free patent cross-licensing from the
licensees, and tying non-wireless SEPs into the patent license offer without
justification. The Party takes advantage of its dominant position in the baseband chips
market to force the potential licensees to sign the patent licensing agreement which
includes the aforesaid unreasonable conditions through threatening not to supply
baseband chips, and such practices are unreasonable. Meanwhile, it should be the
licensee’s right to raise disputes and bring lawsuits regarding the patent licensing
agreement against the Party. However, the Party attaches additional unreasonable
conditions of “do not challenge the license agreement” during the sale of baseband
chips based on its dominant market position, materially restricting or even depriving
the licensee’s aforesaid rights. There is no justification to regard “do not challenge the
licensing agreement” as the perquisite to providing the licensees with baseband chips.
The investigation authority believes that, since the Party has a dominant market
position in the baseband chips market, the potential and actual licensees highly
depend on the Party. If the Party refuses to supply baseband chips, then the potential
or actual licensees cannot enter or have to exit from the relevant market and they
cannot participate in competition effectively. The Party utilizes its dominant market
position in the baseband chips market by requiring the potential licensees to sign a
patent licensing agreement with unreasonable conditions, restricting the licensees’
right to raise disputes and bring lawsuits, excluding the potential or actual licensees
who do not accept the Party’s unreasonable patent licensing conditions from the
market, and excluding and restricting the market competition.
The investigation authority judge that the Party has violated Article 17(1)(v) of the
PRC Anti-Monopoly Law through attaching additional unreasonable conditions to the
sale of baseband chips, requiring the licensees to sign patent licensing agreements
with unreasonable conditions included, and requiring the licensees not to challenge
the patent licensing agreement signed with the Party, as it prohibits the dominant
market player from attaching unreasonable additional conditions when trading.
The aforesaid findings only apply to the licensing practices of wireless SEPs and the
sale of baseband chips conducted by the Party who is closely related to market
competition and consumers’ well-being in PRC territory when the wireless
communication terminals are manufactured or sold within the PRC territory.
III. Punishment basis and decision
According to Article 47 and Article 49 of the PRC Anti-Monopoly Law, regarding the
12
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Party’s abuse of its dominant position in the market for patent licensing of wireless
SEP and the baseband chip market, the investigation authority decides that:
A. Order the Party to stop the illegal practice of abusing market dominant
position
The Party is ordered to stop the aforementioned behavior of abusing its dominant
market position. The key terms are as follows:
a. When the Party licenses wireless SEPs to Chinese wireless communication terminal
manufacturers, it shall provide patent lists and shall not charge royalties for expired
patents.
b. When the Party licenses wireless SEPs to Chinese wireless communication terminal
manufacturers, it shall not go against the licensees and require them to grant cross
licenses of their wireless non-SEPs; the party shall not force the licensees to offer
cross licenses of relevant patents without reasonable consideration.
c. For wireless communication terminals sold for use in China, the Party, which had
insisted on a high royalty rate, shall not use a royalty base of 100 percent of the net
sale price of the device.
d. When the Party licenses wireless SEPs to Chinese wireless communication terminal
manufacturers, it shall not tie non-SEPs without justifiable reasons.
e. When the Party sells baseband chips to Chinese wireless communication terminal
manufacturers, it shall not require, as a condition of sale, potential licensees to accept
unreasonable terms such as paying for expired patents, granting cross licenses for free,
and tying sales of non-SEPs without justifiable reasons; the party shall not prohibit
licensees from challenging the license agreement.
The above terms apply to the Party’s subsidiaries as well as other companies under the
Party’s actual control. When the Party transfers its wireless SEPs, it shall require the
transferee to be bound by the above terms.
The above decision is not applicable to the Party’s licensing of wireless SEPs outside
of China that do not eliminate or restrict competition in the Chinese market.
B. Impose a penalty on the Party of 8% of its sales in 2013
In accordance with the verification, the Party’s sales revenue in China in 2013 is
RMB 76.102 billion (the exchange rate is based on the 2013 average RMB exchange
rate published by the State Administration of Foreign Exchange of the PRC). We hold
that the Party’s abuse of its dominant market position is characterized by severity,
depth and long duration, and we decide to impose a penalty of 8% of the Party’s sales
revenue in China in 2013, totaling RMB 6.088 billion.
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Unofficial translation courtesy of T&D Associates

The Party should take this administrative penalty determination letter to deposit the
fine of RMB 6.088 billion into the National Treasury of the People’s Republic of
China within 15 days of the day the Party receives this administrative penalty
determination letter. Full Name of Payee: (Omitted); Account Number: (Omitted);
Bank of Deposit: (Omitted).
If the Party fails to duly pay the fine, the amount of penalty will be increased by 3%
per day, and the People’s Court can be applied to for compulsory execution.
If the Party refuses to accept this penalty determination, it can apply for
administrative reconsideration by the NDRC within 60 days of the day it receives this
penalty determination letter. The Party can also file an administrative lawsuit before
the People’s Court within 3 months of the day it receives this penalty determination
letter. During the administrative reconsideration and the administrative lawsuit, the
enforcement of the penalty determination will not be suspended.
The General Office of
National Development and Reform Commission
February 9, 2015
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What follows is a translation of the announcement by China’s Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) rejecting the
P3 Network:
Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) Announcement No. 46 in 2014, on the Banning of the Formation of the
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Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China (MOFCOM)

】

Reference Number Announcement No. 46 of 2014
Date issued

】

【

【

【

Operations

】

Network Composed of Maersk, MSC, and CMA CGM under Anti-Monopoly Review Regarding Concentrated

2014-06-17

The Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China (hereinafter referred to as “MOFCOM”)
received the anti-monopoly declaration of formation of the network through concentrated operations
composed of the Danish A.P. Møller-Maersk A/S (hereinafter referred to as “Maersk”), MSC Mediterranean
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Shipping Company S.A. (hereinafter referred to as “MSC”), and the French CMA CGM S.A. (hereinafter
referred to as “CMA CGM”) (hereinafter referred to as “this case”). Upon review, MOFCOM found the
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establishment of the shipping network would lead to a close alliance among Maersk, MSC and CMA CGM,
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which may affect competition in the container liner transportation service market on the Asia-Europe route by
eliminating or restricting others; therefore, MOFCOM decided to prohibit this case. In accordance with Article
30 of the Anti-Monopoly Law of the People's Republic of China (hereinafter referred to as the “Anti-Monopoly
Law”), the whole announcement is as follows:
I.

Case-filing and review procedures

On Sept. 18, 2013, MOFCOM received the anti-monopoly declaration of concentrated operations regarding
this case. After examining the documents and materials for declaration, MOFCOM decided that the
documents and materials were insufficient, and required the declaring parties to provide supplementary
materials. On Dec. 19, 2013, MOFCOM confirmed that the supplemented documents and materials satisfied
the requirements in Article 23 of the Anti-Monopoly Law, then instituted a case on concentration of
undertakings and began initial reviews. On Jan. 18, 2014, MOFCOM decided to carry out further review of
the concentrated operations. On April 18, 2014, MOFCOM decided to further extend the review period, with a
deadline of June 17, 2014.
During review, MOFCOM looked for advice from relevant government departments, industry associations
and relevant enterprises, and obtained understanding in the definition of relevant markets, market structures,
industry characteristics, the prospects of future development, etc. MOFCOM reviewed the authenticity,
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completeness and accuracy of the documents and materials submitted by the declaring parties. At the same
time, MOFCOM also hired an independent third party to analyze legal and economic-related issues of this
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II.

Basic Information

Maersk was created and registered in Denmark in 1904, and listed on the NASDAQ OMX Copenhagen
Stock Exchange in 1982. Maersk is the largest container shipping company in the world with offices in 142
countries and region, and its business scope includes container liner shipping, terminal services, inland
transportation, logistics, port tugboat services, oil tanker services, oil and gas exploration and production,
retail industry and air transportation. Maersk is engaged in container liner shipping services and related
business in the main ports of China.
MSC was created in Belgium in 1970 and was registered as an incorporated corporation in Switzerland in
1976. MSC is the second-largest container shipping company in the world and provides container shipping
services, container transportation and ancillary services, port services and passenger liner services in
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combination with railway, waterway and highway freight transportation. MSC is engaged in container liner
shipping and affiliated business in China.
CMA CGM is an incorporated corporation started up and registered in France in 1996. CMA CGM is the third
-largest container shipping company in the world, and its business scope includes shipping, refrigerated
transportation, port handling facilities and ground logistics. CMA CGM is mainly engaged in the container
liner shipping business, but also has logistics business and agency business, etc.
In October 2013, Maersk, MSC and CMA CGM (hereinafter referred as “Parties”) signed an agreement to
establish a shipping network with the form of a limited liability partnership in England and Wales, uniformly
responsible for the container liner business affairs in Asia-Europe, across the Atlantic and on trans-Pacific
routes.
III.
1.

Relevant Markets
Relevant Commodity Market

Recommended Resources
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Upon review, the relevant commodity market is defined as the international container liner transportation
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service market.

invoice-refining-process)

The international shipping markets mainly include the markets of container liner and non-liner services, solid
bulk cargo transportation services and tanker transportation services. International container liner shipping
service refers to the transportation service method, according to an established schedule that requires
container liner enterprises to provide standard and repeated container cargo transportation services for nonfixed consignors based on specified operating rules among fixed ports on international fixed routes, and the
freight rate is charged in accordance with the standard unit box (TEU). Also, non-liner transportation and liner
transportation are not alternatives to each other. Solid bulk cargo transportation, bulk cargo transportation,
tanker and container transportation are not alternatives to each other.
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2.

The Relevant Geographic Market

Upon review, the relevant geographic market are Asia-Europe routes, routes across the Atlantic and the

LEARN MORE (/podcast/how-will-trucking
-renaissance-impact-shippers)
More Podcasts >> (/podcasts)

trans-Pacific routes.
The distinguishing feature of liner shipping is that the ship sails among fixed ports according to fixed routes
and timetables. In examining the relevant geographic market, the trade route is the basic element of the
international container liner transportation. Three routes are involved in this transaction: Asia-Europe routes,
routes across the Atlantic and the trans-Pacific routes. According to the practice established by the industry,
the three routes involve nine trade routes: the Far East-Northern Europe trade route and the Far EastMediterranean trade route, known as the Asia-Europe routes; the Far East-west coast of North America trade
route, the Far East- east coast of North America trade route, and the Far East-American Gulf of Mexico trade
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route, known as trans-Pacific routes; the Northern Europe-east coast of America trade route, the
Mediterranean-east coast of America trade route, the Europe-Canada trade route and the Europe-west coast
of America trade route, known as the trans-Atlantic routes.
The routes across the Atlantic do not cover any Chinese ports; only the Asia-Europe route and the transPacific route cover main ports in China. Therefore, MOFCOM mainly reviewed the effects of this transaction
in relation to the Asia-Europe route and the trans-Pacific route.
IV.

Competition evaluation

According to Article 27 of the Anti-Monopoly Law and the characteristics of the transaction, MOFCOM
evaluated the elements of relevant market shares, market power, market concentration, market entry, the
impact on consumers and other business operators, and MOFCOM found that after the completion of the
concentrated operations, the parties will form a close association. Considering that there are competitors with
high market shares on the trans-Pacific route and the market structure is relatively dispersed, MOFCOM
focused on the review of container liner transportation service market on the Asia-Europe route:
1.

This transaction forms a close association that is different from traditional shipping alliances in

essence.
International container liner transportation belongs to a capital-intensive industry with large investments and
high risk. The shipping companies usually carry out a certain degree of cooperation, with the main forms
including vessel-sharing agreements and slot exchange protocols. On this basis, a number of shipping
alliances have been formed in the market.
Traditional shipping alliances in the international container liner transport market usually carry out
cooperation based on vessel-sharing agreements and space-swap agreements; each shipping alliance
member operates independently, and these shipping alliances belong to a loose cooperative. In this case,
the parties integrate all the capacity for transportation on east-west routes (Asia-Europe routes, trans-Pacific
routes and routes across the Atlantic) in the world through the establishment of a ship-pooling network, which
is essentially different from the traditional shipping alliances in multiple aspects such as the forms of
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cooperation, operational procedure and cost sharing, etc., which is obviously a close association.
The review found that, in terms of the form of cooperation, traditional shipping alliances generally come in the
forms of ship shares, slot exchange, etc.; in this case, the Parties in this transaction, by jointly establishing a
ship-pooling network, perform daily management of all vessels on the routes under this cooperation, and the
parties only retain the technical management right over these vessels. In terms of operational procedures,
traditional shipping alliances coordinate operations through a committee composed of representatives of
every route; in this case, the procedure agreed by the parties in advance dictates that the network center
alone is responsible for managing the operations accordingly. In terms of cost allocation, shipping alliance
members independently perform accounting and bear their own respective operating costs; in this case, by
regulating voyage costs per trip (including charter fee, fuel surcharge, port charge, canal charge), all routes
involved in the cooperation are divided into several settlement groups to uniformly calculate settlement costs
and reallocate the operational costs of ships. In terms of unused space sales, traditional shipping alliance
members can sell directly to other members in accordance with alliance provisions on ownership interest, or
sell or charter to any third party; in this case, the network center will have all the unused space of the parties
coordinated and managed together. In terms of suspending shipping services, traditional shipping alliance
members jointly discuss and make decisions together; in this case, such action is to be determined by the
network center directly.
Therefore, MOFCOM believes that a closely associated alliance will be formed in this case with essential
differences from traditional shipping alliances.
2.

This transaction will significantly enhance the parties’ market control power.
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Capacity of Transportation Shares is one of the most important indexes reflecting enterprises’ market control
power in the industry of container liner transportation. Up to Jan. 1, 2014, the capacity shares of Maersk,
MSC and CMA CGM’s Asia-Europe routes were 20.6 percent, 15.2 percent and 10.9 percent, respectively,
and were ranked as the first, second and third highest in the market, respectively. The capacity share of any
of the parties in this transaction is higher than other competitors in the market. Their combined capacity
share has reached as high as 46.7 percent; their market control power would be significantly enhanced with
such capacity consolidated.
3.

This transaction will significantly enhance market concentration.

The review shows that before this transaction, there were multiple competitors within the market, including
the parties in this transaction. The Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) with respect to the market of
international container liner shipping on the Asia-Europe route is about 890. After the deal, due to the close
association to be formed by the parties, which will result in a decrease in the number of major competitors in
the market, the HHI would be increased to about 2240, with a variable value of nearly 1350. Therefore, the
competition environment of the Asia-Europe container liner transportation service market will be transformed
from competitive into highly concentrated, which will result in a significant change in the market structure.
4.

This transaction will push up the entry barrier in the relevant market.

International container liner shipping service is a capital-intensive industry with an economic scale effect, but
it is a necessary condition to retain a certain number of competitors to maintain effective competition in the
market. This transaction will integrate the market power of the parties and consolidate their operating
network, eliminates effective competition between major competitors in the relevant market, and therefore
further pushes up the entry barrier of international container liner shipping services market, and it would be
difficult to generate any new competitive power.
5.

This transaction will have influence on other relevant operators.

When the transaction is completed, the parties would enhance their market control power by consolidating
the resources of transport capacity and routes. This may squeeze out space for other competitors'
development and force them to stay at a disadvantageous position in further competition.
The review found that consignors normally have weaker bargaining power in negotiating container
transportation services. Therefore, the parties may use their enhanced market control power to damage the
interests of consignors.
This case will also strengthen the parties’ bargaining power against ports. To compete for the parties’ ship
calls, ports may be forced to accept a lower service price and generate negative impact to the development
of the ports industry.
V. Negotiations with additional restrictive conditions
During the review, MOFCOM pointed out to the parties that this concentrated operation may have an effect
that would eliminate or restrict competition, and commenced multiple negotiations with the declaring party
regarding how to solve the problem. The parties submitted several rounds of remedy plans, and submitted
the final remedy plan on June 9, 2014. After assessment, MOFCOM found the final remedy plan submitted
by the parties lacked support from a corresponding legal basis and convincing evidence, and therefore
cannot resolve MOFCOM’s concern regarding competition.
VI. Review Decision
MOFCOM, after reviewing this case, believes the concentrated operations in this transaction would form a
close alliance among the parties, which may have the effect of eliminating or restricting competition in the
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market of Asia-Europe container liner transportation service. The parties concerned cannot prove this
concentrated operation’s positive effects outweigh the negative impact on competition, neither can they
prove this transaction is in accordance with social public interests. Therefore, MOFCOM has decided to
prohibit this concentration transaction.
This notice shall take effect as of the date of publication.
Ministry of Commerce of the People's Republic of China

This translation is contributed by the Co-Effort Law Firm. The content of this article is intended to provide a
general guide to the subject matter; please refer to the original Chinese announcement on MOFCOM’s
website as the official statement. Specialist advice should be sought about your specific circumstances.
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China's latest anti-trust probes
revive protectionism concerns
BEIJING | BY MATTHEW MILLER

China's recent probes into Microsoft Corp and car companies including Audi and
Chrysler have rekindled concerns that Beijing may be using an anti-monopoly law to
support domestic firms at the expense of foreign companies.
On Wednesday, the State Administration for Industry and Commerce (SAIC) conducted
its second round of raids against Microsoft, including for the first time its financial
services provider Accenture Plc.
Another anti-trust regulator, the National Development and Reform Commission
(NDRC) also said on Wednesday it would punish Volkswagen AG's (VOWG_p.DE) Audi
unit and Chrysler, owned by Fiat SpA, after an ongoing investigation showed they had
engaged in monopoly practices.
Chinese regulators have in the past few years intensified their enforcement of the sixyear-old anti-monopoly law, which stipulates fines of between 1 and 10 percent of a
company's revenues for the previous year for anti-competitive practices.
In addition to the SAIC and the NDRC, the Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) is also
tasked with enforcing the law, which is still relatively new. In some cases, officials are
required to consider industrial policy.
Legal experts point out that the authorities appear to have wielded the law against more
foreign multinationals than local companies. The firms targeted include Mead Johnson
Nutrition Co and Danone SA, which the regulator slapped with hefty fines, as well as
U.S. chipmaker Qualcomm Inc which faces the prospect of a $1 billion fine.
"A significant proportion of the high profile cases appear to involve big foreign firms,"
said Mark Williams, an anti-trust expert and professor at University of Melbourne Law
School.
"Critical observers have suggested that this gives the appearance that the AML is being
used to discipline new entrants to the China market." The AML is the anti-monopoly law.
In April, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce sent a private letter to Secretary of State John
Kerry and Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew urging Washington to get tough with Beijing
since enforcement of the anti-monopoly law was being used to pursue "China's
industrial policy goals".
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Reuters
"It has become increasingly clear that the Chinese government has seized on using the
AML to promote Chinese producer welfare and to advance industrial policies that
nurture domestic enterprises, rather than the internationally accepted norm of using
competition law to protect consumer welfare and competition," the letter said.
The authorities say the law is applied to both domestic and foreign firms, with the aim of
protecting consumers. The NDRC has said it has targeted local telecoms companies,
including China Unicom and China Telecom Corp, and local financial institutions for
anti-trust practices.
"The NDRC gives equal treatment to all market participants," Xu Kunlin, director general
of NDRC's price supervision and anti-monopoly bureau, told Reuters recently.
"Those who have been penalized include state-owned enterprises, private companies,
and foreign-owned enterprises, and industry associations," he said, adding that the law
was "to protect market order and fair competition".
The NDRC's investigation into the auto industry followed domestic media complaints
that foreign carmakers were overcharging Chinese customers for vehicles and spare
parts. The probes spurred Audi and Mercedes-Benz, which is owned by Daimler AG, to
lower their spare part prices in China.
"Monopolistic practices are quite rampant in the auto industry. NDRC is first targeting
imported luxury brands because the problem is most severe in this area," said Yale
Zhang, managing director of consultancy Automotive Foresight (Shanghai) Co. Ltd.
(Editing by Miral Fahmy)
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Informative Notes

New Federal Competition Law of Mexico
Antitrust

A new Federal Economic Competition Act was published on May23,2014in the Federal Official
Gazette,to enter into force on July7,2014. This new Law resulted from the bill submitted bythe
President of Mexico in February2014(as we informed you earlier)and from all amendments and
additions to the bill that were approved bythe Senate and the Chamber of Deputies.
The new law arises from the June 2013amendments to Article 28of the Mexican Constitution that
had,as their,specific purpose,to create boththe Federal Economic Competition Commission
(“COFECE”- Comisión Federal de Competencia Económica)and the Federal Telecommunications
Institute (“IFT”- Instituto Federal de Telecomunicaciones)as constitutionallyautonomous agencies
independent from the executive branch,and to set their basic organization and operatingprinciples.
As a result of the foregoing,most of the changes in the new Law specificallydeal withthe
organization,powers and composition of the COFECE. As regards its substantive or underlying
aspects,the new Law essentiallycontinues the frameworkof the repealed law concerningthe analysis
and management of monopolistic practices,withthe addition of new concepts suchas barriers to
competition and access to essential raw materials.
The new Law also incorporates innovative procedures,includingprocedures to analyze and regulate
barriers to competition and access to essential raw materials,and amends the rules to process the
issuingof opinions and investigations. In this latter case,this is withthe specific intention of
conformingto the principle of impartialityin decision-makingas set forthin Article 28of the
Mexican Constitution. Finally,several aspects formerlyin effect at the regulatorylevel are now raised
to the statutorylevel.
The most significant changes in the new Law as compared to the repealed law include,without
limitation:
I. New Structure and Operation of COFECE
The constitutional amendment transformed COFECE into an autonomous agencyand modified its
membership. For instance,the Plenarynow consists of seven commissioners who are nominated by
the President of Mexico and ratified bythe Senate from a list of candidates proposed byan
“Evaluation Committee.”Further,a series of principles are defined,suchas autonomy,impartiality,
transparencyand accountabilitywhichCOFECE is required to observe in the performance of its
duties.
The new Law details,amongother things,the specific powers and all requirements for the designation
of COFECE’s main bodies and officers. It also provides rules on how private parties maycontact such
officials.
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The new Law also complies withthe requirement in the constitutional amendment to separate
COFECE’s investigative functions from its authorityto decide cases in order to ensure impartialityin
decision making. This was achieved bytransformingthe Office of the Executive Secretaryinto an
“InvestigatingAuthority”whose duties will be to commence and process investigations and submit
opinions arisingfrom their conclusions,recommendingwhether the Plenaryof the COFECE ought to
either close the case or institute an administrative-law action to impose penalties.
As part of this separation of functions principle,the InvestigatingAuthoritywill not require the
Plenary’s consent to carryout an investigation (includingissuance of inspection orders)or the
imposition of coercive actions that,in addition to warnings and a dailyfine in case of default,include
askingfor the assistance of the police and imprisonment for up to thirty-six hours.
Further,the InvestigatingAuthoritymayrequest the Plenaryto issue provisional remedies to ensure
effectiveness of all investigations and decisions,as well as to prevent damage that could be very
difficult to compensate,includingan order to cease and desist from engagingin the conduct under
investigation (whichwas alreadycontemplated in the repealed law),enforcement orders,and orders to
prevent conduct related to the matter under investigation,and to preserve information and documents
required for the investigation.
II. Essential Changes
One of the most significant changes in the Law is the incorporation of the concept of barriers to
competition as a new monopolistic practice that adds up to the concepts of monopolies,prohibited
concentrations,and absolute and relative monopolistic practices,whichhave been traditionally
considered as prohibited practices.
This is a veryinnovative concept that will have an impact at boththe private and the public levels in
that it will allow the COFECE to investigate and regulate the legalityof (a)market structures or
actions to displace competitors;or (b)federal,state or municipal rules,in the event COFECE consider
that these actions prevent free and open
competition.
It is worthmentioningthat an investigation mayonlybe commenced ex officio or at the request of the
President of Mexico (the commencement ex parte is not contemplated)if effective competition
conditions are absent and its commencement must be published in the Federal Official Gazette. An
investigation is intended to:(a)make recommendations to government authorities or order private
parties to remove detected barriers to competition;(b)regulate access to essential raw materials (v.
gr.,pricing,quality);or (c)to the extent the above proves to be insufficient,order the divestiture of
assets. The affected economic agents mayprove efficiencies duringthe proceedings.
The Law sets specific issues to be examined for determination whether a raw material is essential,
including,without limitation,whether or not the raw material is under the control of economic agents
that have substantial power or are dominant pursuant to the IFT,its production is not feasible,and is
indispensible for the production of a good or provision of a service.
As regards monopolistic practices,the new Law adds other categories to those previouslylisted. In
the case of absolute monopolistic practices,the exchange of information not onlyfor the purpose or
effect of fixingprices,but also for restrictingsupplyor segmentingmarkets or of collusive bidding,
will be penalized.
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Concerningcriminal matters,an absolute monopolistic practice will be penalized byimprisonment of
from five to ten years. Additionally,imprisonment of from one to three years is contemplated for
anyone who alters documents that are the subject of an inspection.
As regards relative monopolistic practices,certain practices are explained or added,suchas
exclusivityin exchange for discounts and incentives,includingexclusivityin exchange for benefits.
In addition,hinderingproduction and cost increases are extended to cover cases where non-competing
agents are adverselyimpacted.
Additionally,the new Law adds margin squeeze and denial or restriction of access or discriminatory
access to an essential raw material as new monopolistic practices. As regards the second practice,
COFECE mayimpose measures to regulate access to the raw material,regardless of anyother
applicable administrative law penalties.
W ithrespect to the analysis of relative monopolistic practices,the new Law maintains the possibility
of analyzingthe j
oint substantial power of two or more companies,but deletes the requirements set in
the repealed law for suchanalysis. Additionally,the new Law explains that the displacement required
for a relative monopolistic practice to be illegal mayoccur not onlyin the market where the practice is
takingplace,but also in anyrelated markets,and confirms that the economic agent mayprove
efficiencies to support its conduct,provided that suchefficiencies must always inure to the benefit of
consumers.
III. Concentrations
W ithrespect to the analysis of concentrations,the new Law clarifies that in one of the thresholds for
determination whether a transaction is reportable to COFECE,the amounts refer to amounts
originatingin Mexico and not to global values.
As regards the procedure to give notice of a concentration,certain timeframes have been changed and
information maybe requested from companies not related to the transaction beingreported. Further,
the option of closinga reportable transaction before obtainingthe required approval has been deleted;
in other words,COFECE’s approval must always be obtained before enteringinto a reportable
transaction.
The applicable procedure incorporates COFECE’s obligation to advise,within no less than ten days
prior to the analysis of a notified transaction,whether the likelydisapproval of the transaction is
foreseen,so that the notifyingparties maypropose how to remove anyconcerns raised.
Finally,the new Law provides that a resolution approvinga concentration will be in effect for a term
of six months,extendable once.
IV. Changes in Procedures
The procedures for the investigation of monopolistic practices and the exercise of its authoritybythe
COFECE and its officials have been changed. The most significant changes include,without
limitation:
a)Commencement of an Investigation
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Accordingto the new Law,anyone mayreport the existence of absolute or relative monopolistic
practices and prohibited concentrations,unlike the abrogated law whichprovided that relative
practices and prohibited concentrations could onlybe reported bythe prejudiced parties.
An investigation mayalso be commenced ex officio or at the request of the federal executive branch,
provided that the latter will be accorded priority.
b)Inspections
The new Law deletes the obligation to publishthe beginningof an investigation in the Federal
Official Gazette,thus allowingCOFECE to make the best of its inspections,in that the parties to be
inspected will be unaware of the commencement of the investigation of the market.
Furthermore,COFECE mayinspect anyfacilities of an economic agent under investigation,not only
the agent’s registered place of business,to the extent the Commission mayconsider that anyitems
required for the investigation are maintained at suchfacilities. Explanation of anyevents,information
and documents maybe requested duringthe inspection.
c)Opinions
COFECE’s authorityto issue opinions on anygeneral matters (laws,regulations,executive orders,
rulings,circulars),programs or policies withanticompetitive effects is maintained under similar terms
as in the repealed law,except that COFECE’s opinions on these issues will not be bindingor
mandatory(unlike the bindingeffect theycurrentlyhave in the case of policies,programs and general
rules). The Commission will issue these opinions ex officio,at the request of an interested party,or at
the request of the President and/or the chambers of the Federal Congress,accordingto the nature of
eachopinion.
In connection withthe above,the new Law incorporates COFECE’s authorityto issue formal
opinions,i.e.,bindingopinions on economic competition matters not sufficientlyclear in the law or in
previous administrative or judicialinterpretations. An opinion will be issued at the request of an
interested partyonlywhen COFECE is provided or has in its possession sufficient elements to make a
decision without havingto commence an investigation and considers that the opinion is necessaryor
useful due to,for instance,the significance of the goods or the extent of the conduct in the markets.
Thus,COFECE has ample discretionarypowers to agree to this type of request,provided that no
request will be agreed to if its subj
ect matter is under review byCOFECE or anycourt of law,or is
hypothetical.
d)New Penalties
The new Law increases the list of administrative law penalties associated withmonopolistic practices,
including:(a)disqualification of anyindividual directlyengaged in an absolute monopolistic practice
from servingas a director,administrator,manager,officer,executive officer,agent,representative or
attorney-in-fact for a period up to five years (in addition to anyapplicable fine);(b)fininganycivil or
commercial notarypublic who participates in anyaction related to a concentration that has not been
dulyauthorized;and (c)a fine equivalent to ten percent of the income of an economic agent that fails
to complywithan order to allow access to an essential raw material or to remove a barrier to
competition.
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Further,the conduct for whicha double penaltymaybe imposed for a repeated violation or the
divestiture of assets ordered due to violation of the law,is amended.
e)Specialized Courts and Legal Actions
The Law sets out a specific procedure for resolvingcompetition disputes between COFECE and the
IFT whichwill be resolved byspecialized courts withjurisdiction on the subject matter of each
dispute. The Law also grants these courts authorityto decide civil actions derivingfrom monopolistic
practices,but expresslystates that COFECE’s prior decision is required.
Finally,in accordance withthe Constitutional amendment,the new Law deletes the motion for
reconsideration previouslyavailable to challenge resolutions on economic competition. Now the only
remedyavailable against suchdecisions is an indirect amparo action that must be filed withthe
above-mentioned specialized courts.
f)Limitation Periods
The limitation period for COFECE to commence an investigation of monopolistic practices is
extended from five to ten years,from the date of the prohibited concentration or from the date of the
cessation of the monopolistic practice.
V. Regulations
COFECE is given a period of six months to issue Regulations withrespect to the new Law and to
replace the current Regulations.
W e will analyze,in due course,the provisions of these Regulations and their impact and will keep
you informed on the subject.
If you have anyquestion regardingthis note,please contact our Antitrust Area.
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Amilcar Peredo
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peredo@ basham.com.mx

Sara Gutierrez Ciudad de México sgutierrez@ basham.com.mx
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Recent modification of the Argentine Antitrust Law
By Miguel del Pino
Introduction
On September 17 the Argentine Congress passed Law No. 26,993, amending, among other
things, Law No. 25,156 (the “Antitrust Law”), named “Consuming Relationships Conflict
Resolution System” (the “Amendment Law”). This new legislation also entailed (i) the
creation of a preliminary system by means of which consumers could request a settlement
with companies as regards their complaints, (ii) the incorporation of a new branch within
the Judicial Power, namely the “National Courts on Consumer Relations” and (iii) the
amendment of Law No. 24,240 (the “Consumer Defense Law”).
The analysis will focus on the changes to the Antitrust Law, which have cleared certain
issues that have surrounded it ever since its enactment in 1999, while pointing out new
questions that arise out of these new amendments.
The disappearance of the Antitrust Tribunal and the splitting of the powers
Over the last 15 years there have been challenges as to which body would be the enforcer
of the Antitrust Law. This can be traced back to the original settings of the Antitrust Law,
which created the National Tribunal for the Defence of Competition (the “Antitrust
Tribunal’) within the scope of the Ministry of Economy, which would be the ultimate
antitrust regulator in Argentina. This Antitrust Tribunal would be composed of seven
members, with a minimum of two attorneys and two accounting professionals on its staff.
However, said Antitrust Tribunal was never created. The Supreme Court ultimately set out,
by means of two cases1, the continuation of the two-tier regulatory system that had been set
out by the previous Antitrust Law No. 22,262 composed by the National Commission for
the Defence of Competition (the “Antitrust Commission”) which would perform technical
reviews on mergers and investigations and issue recommendations to the Secretary of
Domestic Trade of the Ministry of Economy (the “Secretary of Trade”), which would be
the ultimate ruling body.
However, said two-tier regulatory system generated a new series of challenges as regards
which of the two authorities had the powers invested by the Antitrust Law to the Antitrust
under former Section 24. The Amendment Law has now eliminated the notion of the
Antitrust Tribunal and sets out a system which would resemble the interpretation carried
out by the Supreme Court and which has been in place for years.
In the first place, pursuant to the new Section 17, “The Executive Power will determine the
1

Sentences issued by the Supreme Court, in re Credit Suisse First Boston Private Equity Argentina II
(S.C.C. 1216 L. XLI) and Recreativos Franco s/ apel. resol. CNDC (SC, R.1172, L. XII).
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enforcement authority of this law”. It is important to bear in mind that this drafting was
modified when being analyzed in Congress, since the original drafting expressly stated that
the Secretary of Trade would be the enforcement authority. As such, it remains to be seen
which authority the Executive Power will appoint, whether it will be the Secretary of Trade
or other body (the “Enforcement Authority”). All references included in the Antitrust Law
as regards the Antitrust Tribunal will now have to be considered as pertaining to the
Enforcement Authority, as per the settings of new Section 21. Pursuant to the new Section
19, this Enforcement Authority “will be assisted” by the Antitrust Commission.
The powers invested to the Enforcement Authority and the Antitrust Commission have now
been clearly allocated pursuant to the provisions set out in Sections 18 and Section 20, the
latter of which sets out for the Antitrust Commission a series of investigational but no
resolution powers. As such, its new role of assistant to the Enforcement Authority is now
clearly underlined.
Since Section 21 sets out that all references to the Antitrust Tribunal will now be
considered as pertaining to the Enforcement Authority, certain issues currently being
analyzed by the Antitrust Commission would now have to be dealt by the Enforcement
Authority, one of the most important being the review of merger control cases. Under the
current structure, the Antitrust Commission reviews the case, while the Secretary of Trade
issues the final opinion. While said scenario could be considered as falling under Section
18 Sub-section 17 that sets out that the Enforcement Authority can delegate tasks on the
Antitrust Commission, new merger control filings should be addressed to both authorities
in order to avoid problems as regards lack of notification until clear rules are addressed by
both bodies. Similar considerations should be had when carrying out a claim on an
anticompetitive matter, since while Section 20 Sub-section 20 sets out that the Antitrust
Commission can issue a prior opinion on the matter, the investigatory body would now be
the Enforcement Authority if no delegation is made to the Antitrust Commission.
Appeals: Solve et repete on fines, shorter terms and New Court of Appeals
Under the original drafting of the Antitrust Law, Section 52 clearly set out that appeals on
the imposition of sanctions had a stay of execution, as opposed to the other possible
scenarios, namely, the imposition of the ceasing of a conduct, the rejection or conditioning
of a merger control case or the dismissal of a claim on an anticompetitive matter did not
have a stay of execution.
Under the Amendment Law, said Section now makes no distinction, which is reinforced by
the fact that new Section 53, second paragraph, now states “In all cases, in order to file the
appeal against the administrative resolution that imposed a sanction of fine, the amount of
the fine will have to be deposited in the name of the authority that set it out and the receipt
for said deposit must be filed with the appeal, without which it will be considered as
rejected, unless said performance could generate an irreparable harm to the appealing
party”.
This new provision now entails the setting of a solve et repete system, by means of which
the appeal will only be granted if payment of the fine has been carried out, unless
2
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“irreparable harm” can be shown, of which no guidelines or parameters are provided.
Bearing in mind current inflationary rates in Argentina and the slow review of cases by the
Judicial Power, it remains to be seen whether parties will file for a preliminary injunction in
order to avoid the payment of a sum which would lose an important part of its value should
it be returned afterwards.
Further to this matter, the Amendment Law has also set out a shortening of the terms to
appeal the original fifteen working days to file an appeal under prior Section 53 have now
been reduced to ten working days.
In addition to this, the Amendment Law has now settled another important issue: the
applicable Court of Appeals. Over the last decade there has been a discussion generated as
to whether it would have to be the Federal Court of Appeals on Civil and Commercial
Matters or the National Court of Appeals on Criminal Economic Matters and both appellate
bodies have issued resolutions on matters arising from the Antitrust Law. Pursuant to new
Section 53, upon the filing of an appeal, “…the enforcement authority will send the appeal
with its answer to the National Court of Appeals on Consumer Relations or the applicable
Court of Appeals…” (the latter reference is made regarding the intervention of other Court
of Appeals beyond the scope of the city of Buenos Aires).
The National Court of Appeals on Consumer Relations is also created by means of the
Amendment Law, will have two Rooms of three judges each and will serve as reviewing
body of the “administrative sanctions” set under the Antitrust Law, the Consumer Defense
Law and Commercial Practices Law No. 22,802, among other functions set by Section 45
of the Amendment Law.
From criminal to administrative: changes to the procedural law
Finally, the Amendment Law includes a radical change as regards the supplementary
procedural law. While the Antitrust Law has a series of procedural provisions of its own,
former Section 56 set out that in those cases not foreseen by the Antitrust Law, the
provisions of the Criminal Procedural Code were to be applied, while adding in the
following Section that the provisions of the Law No. 19,549, namely the Administrative
Procedural Law were not applicable to the Antitrust Law.
Under the new drafting of Section 56, it will indeed be the Administrative Procedural Law
which will be applicable to those cases not set out in the Antitrust Law, which would point
towards a decriminalization of the Antitrust Law and its re-interpretation as an economic
instrument for the State.
The implementation of the Administrative Procedural Code also raises a series of questions
that will most likely have to be analyzed in the times to come. In particular, it remains to be
seen how Section 28 of the Administrative Procedural Law (namely, the protection against
delay from the State) would be applicable as regards the widely-know delays on merger
control proceedings which were originally set to have a duration of 45 working days and
are now averaging more than two years for analysis.
3
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Conclusion
The objective for the Amendment Law can be traced when analyzing the issues that have
not been covered, since it has not carried out any changes to the interpretations of
anticompetitive conducts, nor set up a leniency program as the one filed in a bill for
Congress by the Antitrust Commission, nor addressed the low thresholds for notification or
delays in merger control proceedings.
As such, these amendments to the Antitrust Law mainly address administrative and
procedural issues that have been raised ever since its creation, such as the enforcing
authority and applicable court of appeals, seeking to create security as to those matters. In
this regard, the Amendment Law indeed clarify said issues while triggering new questions
and challenges, such as who will be the Enforcing Authority, what will be the exact role of
the Antitrust Commission, what will be the rules that regulate the solve et repete provision
or how will the enforcement of the Administrative Procedural Law impact on long-winded
antitrust proceedings.
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ANTITRUST LAW IN BRAZIL:
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

Introduction
•

Significant changes introduced by the new antitrust law (Law No.
12,529/2011), effective as of May 2012

•

One single antitrust agency: CADE

•

CADE’s internal divisions:
• Administrative Tribunal
• General Superintendence
• Economic Studies Department
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Merger review
•

Pre-merger control regime
• Transactions may not be closed before CADE’s final approval
• Parties must remain independent until antitrust clearance
• Fines for gun jumping from R$60K (approx. US$25K) to R$60M (approx.
US$ 25M) and risk of investigation

•

New filing thresholds
• One of the groups involved in the transaction: gross revenues of at
least R$750M (approx. US$ 320M) in Brazil in the previous fiscal year;
and
• Any other group involved in the transaction: gross revenues of at least
R$75M (around US$32M) in Brazil in the previous fiscal year

Merger review
•

Definition of group
• An economic group comprises: (i) the controlling entity, (ii) entities
subject to common control, and (iii) entities in which any of the entities
subject to common control holds, either directly or indirectly, an interest
of 20% or more
• With regard to investment funds, the following entities form an
economic group: (i) the fund involved in the transaction, (ii) the
investor (or group of investors bound by an investors agreement)
holding, either directly or indirectly, 50% or more of the fund’s shares,
and (iii) the portfolio companies controlled by the fund or in which the
fund holds, either directly or indirectly, an interest of 20% or more
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Merger review
•

Definition of concentration
• Mergers
• Acquisitions of control
• Acquisitions of minority shareholdings:
•
•

5% or more if parties are horizontally or vertically related
20% or more if parties are not horizontally or vertically related

Merger review
•

Definition of concentration – collaborative agreements
• Objective criteria for the notification of collaborative agreements lasting
for at least two years:
•

•

•

Horizontal collaborations are notifiable if the parties are horizontally
related in the scope of the agreement, and if their combined market
shares are equal to or in excess of 20%
Vertical collaborations are notifiable if (i) the parties are vertically
related in the scope of the agreement, (ii) one of them has a
market share of at least 30% in one of the affected markets,
provided that (i) the agreement sets out that the parties will share
revenues and losses, or (ii) the agreement contains an exclusivity
provision
Exception: agreements created for the purposes of a given tender
process launched by the public administration

Merger review
•

Definition of concentration – collaboration agreements
• Example 1: a two-year agreement will be deemed "collaborative” if it
relates to competitors jointly selling a given product in Brazil, and the
contracting parties’ combined market share in the market in question is
equal to or in excess of 20%
• Example 2: a two-year exclusive distribution agreement with effects in
Brazil will be considered a "collaborative" agreement whenever the
manufacturer of the product to be distributed holds a market share
equal or in excess of 30% in the market at issue
• Sectors such as aviation, pharmaceutical and retail, among others, in
which players typically engage in various types of distribution and
supply relationships and partnerships, should carefully assess how the
new rules may affect their businesses in Brazil

Merger review
•

Fast-track proceeding – Overview
• Summary proceeding: up to 30 days from filing
• Most cases are reviewed under the fast track proceeding (approx. 90%)
• Average review period in 2013: 18 days
• Waiting period of 15 days after the publication of the decision

Merger review
Ordinary proceeding – Overview
Ordinary proceeding review period: up to 240 days, extendable only
once, either for 60 days at the request of the parties, or 90 days at the
request of the Tribunal
In practice, the review period has varied substantially (between 30 and
300 days)
Pre-notification talks of one to two months are common
Third parties may oppose the transaction if they file a request within
thirty days as of the publication of the notice on the transaction in the
official gazette
Information requests to the parties and third parties during the review
process are common
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Merger review
•

Remedies
• Parties may enter into an agreement with CADE in order to set the
conditions under which a transaction raising antitrust concerns may be
approved
• Remedies can be structural and/or behavioral; CADE has a preference
for structural remedies
• The remedies proposal must be presented to the GS or directly to the
Tribunal up to 30 days after the conclusion of the review by the GS
• The remedies package negotiated with the GS must be approved by the
Tribunal

Merger review
•

Cases approved with remedies under the new regime
• Syniverse/Mach and Munksjö/Ahlstrom
• Both matters concerned foreign-to-foreign transactions with
significant impact on the Brazilian market
• Parties negotiated remedies with the GS that involved the
divestiture of assets outside Brazil. The remedies were approved by
the Tribunal
• Anhanguera/Kroton
• Domestic transaction concerning the education sector
• Parties negotiated remedies directly with the Tribunal
• Remedies
included the divestiture of assets (university),
commitments not to offer certain courses, and compliance with
certain quality standards

Merger review
•

Cases approved with remedies under the new regime
• Estácio/Uniseb
• Domestic transaction concerning the education sector
• Parties negotiated remedies directly with the Tribunal
• Remedies included commitment not to expand offer
• Petrobras/Videolar
• Domestic transaction concerning the polystyrene market
• Parties negotiated remedies directly with the Tribunal
• Remedies included commitments to: (i) maintain current production
levels of polystyrene; (ii) invest in research and development; (ii)
license certain patents; (iv) adopt a compliance program; (vi)
submit a plan for CADE’s approval to pass on efficiencies to
consumers within 60 days from the closing of the transaction; and
(vii) refrain from acquiring or leasing polystyrene plants in the
Brazilian market for five years

Merger review
•

Cases approved with remedies under the new regime
• BRF/Minerva
• Domestic transaction concerning the processed meats market
• Parties negotiated remedies directly with the Tribunal
• Parties were required to divest assets in order to address antitrust
concerns
• JBS/Rodopa
• Domestic transaction concerning the processed foods industry
• Parties negotiated remedies directly with the Tribunal
• The parties were required to: (i) not make further leasing and
acquisition deals without CADE’s approval for an undisclosed period
of time; (ii) activate two production facilities; and (iii) divest one of
Rodopa’s brands

Timetable of cases recently challenged by the GS
Case

Time before the
Tribunal

Remedies negotiated
with the GS?

Merger No. 08700.009882/2012-35 (Munksjö AB and

22 days

Yes

19 days

Yes

47 days

No

163 days

No

98 days

No

181 days

No

77 days

No

Ahlstrom Corporation)
Merger No. 08700.006437/2012-13 (WP Roaming III S.à.r.l
and Syniverse Holdings, Inc.)
Merger No. 08700.004809/2013-58 (Seller Magazine Ltda.,
Seller MNT Magazine Ltda., União de Lojas Leader S.A. et
al)
Merger No. 08700.005447/2013-12 (Anhanguera
Educacional Participação S.A. and Kroton Educacional S.A.)
Merger No. 08700.010688/2013-83 (Forte
Empreendimentos e Participações Ltda., JBS S.A., Rodopa
Indústria and Comércio de Alimentos Ltda.)
Merger No. 08700.009924/2013-19 (INNOVA S.A., Lírio
Albino Parisotto, Petróleo Brasileiro S.A., Videolar S.A.)
Merger No. 08700.000658/2014-40 (Minerva S.A. and BRF
S.A.)

Cartels
•

Overview
• Anti-cartel enforcement is a priority for CADE
• Brazilian antitrust law applies to conduct with effects in Brazil,
regardless of whether it is undertaken in Brazil or abroad
• Although under the law cartels are not per se unlawful, in practice CADE
has been considering them as such
• Entities that are part of the same economic group may be held jointly
and severally liable when one of them participates in an antitrust
infringement

Cartels
•

Leniency – application requirements

•

The use of markers:
• Granted to the first in
• Thresholds for obtaining a marker: Inform the participants, the product,
the geographic market, and the conduct period
• Perfecting the marker: Supply evidence of the conduct and its effects on
the market; 6 months+ process

Cartels
•

Leniency – eligibility

•

Full immunity for the first company/individual to report the conduct
• Companies and individuals are competitors in the race for leniency
• Cartel leader may apply for leniency

•

Question: does CADE allow sanctioned conduct after reporting?
• Law says conduct must cease upon its reporting to CADE
• In practice, CADE may allow participation in order to protect the
investigation

Cartels
•

Leniency – scope of non-prosecution

•

Full immunity for the first company/individual to report the conduct
• The leniency agreement covers companies of the same economic group,
as well as current and former employees, provided that they also sign
the leniency agreement

•

The immunity conferred by the leniency agreement relates to all cartel
related crimes, including bid rigging

•

Immunity relates to criminal/administrative penalties, not private actions

•

Carve-outs

Cartels
•

Leniency – recent trends

•

The Siemens case:
• Interaction between CADE and public prosecutors regarding access to
information collected in the investigation
• Information leakage: Brazilian leniency program in jeopardy?

Cartels
•

Settlements – general rules

•

The proceeding is suspended once the settlement agreement is executed
and will be dismissed once all the obligations set out in the agreement are
met by the party under investigation

•

Settlement rules do not provide for the possibility of immunity from criminal
investigations

•

Requirements: (i) Stop the conduct under investigation; (ii) Admission of
wrongdoing; (iii) Obligation to cooperate with CADE in the investigation; (iv)
Payment of “monetary contribution”

•

Level of discount is based on the order in which companies submit their
settlement proposals, and may vary from 50% to 15% of the expected fine

Discount ranges

GS

Tribunal

30%-50%

25%-40%

Up to 25%

Up to 15%

TCC 1

TCC 2

TCC
3, 4...

TCC

Leniency

TCC = settlement

Ruling

Cartels
•

Cartel settlements – recent trends and pitfalls

•

Increasing number of settlements

•

Collaboration / Confession / Monetary Contribution

•

How to calculate the “expected fine”?

•

Level of information disclosed?

•

Implications for individuals in the criminal area, especially given that
confession is now mandatory?
• How to align the incentives to settle if the settlement does not involve
immunity from subsequent criminal investigations?

Cartels
Noteworthy Settlements in Cartel Cases in Recent Years
Case/Defendants

Year of
settlement

Fine imposed – Grand total

Freight forwarding (Expeditors International of
Washington, Inc., Expeditors International do Brasil
Ltda., and Bruce Krebs)

2014

USD 2.7 million

LCD (Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. and Samsung
Electronics Taiwan Co., Ltd.)

2014

USD 3.2 million

Salt (Salina Diamante Branco Ltda)

2014

USD 2 million

LCD (LG Display Co., Ltd.)

2014

USD 12 million

Compressors (Whirlpool)

2009

USD 36 million

Cartels
•

Penalties – general rules
• For companies, fine from 0.1% to 20% of gross revenues in the fiscal
year prior to case opening in the “line of business” in which the
infringement occurred
• For directors and officers, fine from 1% to 20% of the fine imposed on
the company, provided that his/her intent or negligence is proved
• For other entities and individuals, fine from US$21K to US$850 million
• Non-pecuniary sanctions (e.g.): Prohibition of participating in public bids
and obtaining funds from public sources for up to five years, publication
of CADE’s decision in major newspapers, among others

Cartels
•

Penalties – recent trends

•

Clear increase in fines:
• Minimum 15% fine in hard core cases
• Under the old law, fines of 10% or less only in so-called “soft cartels”

•

Criteria for the calculating fines remain uncertain:
• Meaning of “line of business” under CADE’s Resolution No. 3
• Whose revenues shall be taken into account? Company or group
revenues
• Geographic scope of the revenues: Brazil or worldwide?

Cartels
Noteworthy Cases in Recent Years
Case/Defendants

Year of decision

Fine imposed – Grand total

Crushed Rock

1999

USD 21.9 million

Vitamins (Roche et al)

2007

USD 6.5 million

Industrial Gases (AGA S.A. et al)

2010

USD 912 million

Peroxide (Peróxidos do Brasil et al)

2012

USD 49 million (company)
USD 6 million (individuals)

Air Cargo (Lufthansa et al)

2013

USD 105 million

ECAD

2013

USD 13 million

Gas Stations

2013

USD 43 million

Cement (Intercement, Votorantim et al)

2014

USD 474 million

Cartels
•

Criminal investigations
• General rules
• Individuals involved in cartel conduct are also subject to criminal
investigations
• Criminal investigations are opened in parallel to administrative
investigations
• Penalties are imprisonment from 2 to 5 years and fine
•

Recent trends
• Increase in the number of criminal investigations in cartel cases
• Record fine and prison term in the air cargo case
• Prosecution of individuals abroad
• Uncertainty as to which Prosecutors Office (Federal or State) will
take the lead in investigations

Amadeu Ribeiro
+1 646 695 1101
amadeu@mattosfilho.com.br
Carlos Ragazzo
+55 21 3231 8201
cragazzo@mattosfilho.com.br

OLIVIER N. ANTOINE
COUNSEL
NEW YORK
oantoine@crowell.com
Phone: 212.803.4022
Fax: 212.223.4134
590 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022-2544

PRACTICES

Olivier N. Antoine is a counsel with Crowell & Moring's Antitrust Group in the
firm's New York office.








Olivier's practice involves antitrust counseling on a broad range of competition and
antitrust law matters in the United States and abroad, with particular focus on mergers,
acquisitions, and joint ventures, as well as U.S. and international monopolization issues.

Antitrust
Litigation & Trial
Commercial Litigation
Regulatory & Policy
Civil Antitrust Litigation
Antitrust & Trade
Regulation

Olivier has extensive experience representing corporate clients in difficult merger
and antitrust investigations before the Federal Trade Commission, the Department of
Justice, the European Commission, and other foreign antitrust agencies. In addition, his
practice includes civil and criminal antitrust enforcement matters, private antitrust
litigation, and compliance and audit counseling.
Olivier has been ranked by clients and peers in Chambers USA 2013, 2014, and 2015 as a
leading lawyer in Antitrust (New York). Olivier has also been recognized by Global
Competition Review's Who's Who Legal of Competition Lawyers in New York since 2010.
Olivier's practice was highlighted in the "Highly Recommended" section of Global
Competition Review's 2012 Survey of the New York Antitrust Bar:
"Perhaps no New York antitrust team has boosted its profile more in the past year than
Crowell & Moring… and Who's Who Legal Nominee Olivier N. Antoine… manage the
kinds of competition cases that could make its rival envious. The New York team has the
ability and expertise to handle every kind of antitrust issue, from merger to criminal
prosecutions, and do it well."
Olivier has significant experience handling strategic antitrust matters before antitrust
agencies overseas. He has defended companies in antitrust and merger investigations in
more than thirty jurisdictions outside of the United States, including the European
Union, Canada, Germany, France, Mexico, Brazil, Chile, Spain, South Africa, Korea,
Pakistan, Taiwan, and the People's Republic of China. The breadth of his international
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experience includes several protracted Phase II investigations before the European Commission, the South African
Competition Commission, and the Brazilian Competition Authorities.
Olivier's work has covered a broad range of industries, including satellite radio, recorded music and music publishing,
telecommunications, fixed satellites, television broadcasting, oil and gas, paper and forestry products, pharmaceuticals and
medical devices, food products, bread, spirits, beer, vitamins, textiles, chemicals, fertilizers, sports goods, airlines, automotive
and automotive parts, semiconductors, media buying, banking, financial services, and private equity.
Representative M&A and Joint Venture Experience





























Represents Siemens AG in the $1.3 billion sale of its Healthcare IT business to Cerner.
Represents Siemens AG in the sale of its microbiology business to Danaher.
Represents AT&T Inc in its proposed $67 billion acquisition of DirecTV.
Represents Alcoa in its proposed $2.85 billion acquisition of Firth Rixson.
Represented AT&T Inc. in its $1.19 billion acquisition of Leap Wireless.
Represented Goldman Sachs & Co. in its spinoff of the REDI business.
Represented Flowers Foods in its $355 million acquisition of the Hostess bread assets.
Represented DuPont in the $4.9 billion sale of DuPont Paint and Coating business to the Carlyle Group.
DOJ investigations of teaming agreement and interlocking directorate (Clayton 8) issues.
Represented Veolia in the $1.9 billion sale of its waste assets to Highstar Capital.
Represented Siemens in its global collaboration with Varian Medical Systems.
Represented UTC in its $15.5 billion acquisition of Goodrich.
Represented Siemens AG in its acquisitions of Vistagy and e-Meter.
Represented AT&T Inc. in its proposed $39 billion acquisition of T-Mobile USA Inc.
Represented Reed Elsevier PLC in its $4.1 billion acquisition of ChoicePoint.
Represented AT&T Inc. in its $944 million acquisition of Centennial Communications
Represented Sirius Satellite Radio in its $13 billion merger with XM Satellite Radio.
Represented Travelport in its $1.4 billion acquisition of Worldspan.
Represented Smithfield Foods in its $810 million acquisition of Premium Standard Foods.
Represented Smithfield Foods in its $367 million acquisition of Farmland Foods.
Represented PanAmSat in its $3.2 billion sale to Intelsat.
Represented Adidas AG in its $3.8 billion acquisition of Reebok.
Represented VNU in the attempted $7 billion acquisition of IMS Health.
Represented Celanese before the European Commission in its $492 million acquisition of Acetex. (Phase II investigation)
Represented Grey Global in its $1.7 billion sale to WPP.
Represented CSL in its $925 million acquisition of the Aventis Behring plasma business.
Represented Vivendi Universal in its $8.1 billion sale of the Seagram Spirits and Wine business to Diageo and Pernod
Ricard.
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 Represented TotalFina before the European Commission in its €50 billion acquisition of Elf. (Phase II investigation).
Representative Litigation Experience

 E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Co. v. Kolon Industries, Inc., No. 3.09cv58 (E.D.VA) – Represented E.I. du Pont de Nemours
and Company in trade secret infringement litigation against Kolon Industries, Inc., and related monopolization
counterclaim (ED Va). DuPont won a $919.9 million verdict, and the antitrust counterclaim was dismissed with
prejudice.

 In re Air Cargo Antitrust Litigation, MDL-1715 (E.D.N.Y.) – Represented a European airline in defending class action
claims that air cargo rates were fixed.

 In re Digital Music Antitrust Litigation, No. 06 MD 1780 (S.D.N.Y) – Represented Warner Music Group in connection with
DOJ and NYAG investigations regarding the pricing of digital music and in class action claims filed against music
companies alleging collusion in digital music pricing.

 In re Methyl-Methacrylate Antitrust Litigation, MDL-1768 (E.D. Pa.) – Represented Lucite Inc. in class actions alleging a
conspiracy to fix prices of methyl-methacrylate (MMA) and polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA).

 In re Publication Paper Antitrust Litigation (MDL No. 1631, D. Conn.) – Represented a major pulp and paper producer in
a nationwide antitrust action alleging an unlawful conspiracy to fix the price of publication paper.
Olivier received a Maitrise en droit (J.D.), cum laude, valedictorian, from the University of Paris I, Panthéon-Sorbonne, a
Diplome D'Etudes Approfondies (LL.M), cum laude, from the University of Paris I, Panthéon-Sorbonne, and an LL.M, cum
laude, from Fordham University School of Law. Before joining Crowell & Moring, Olivier worked at Simpson Thacher &
Bartlett LLP in New York, where he was a litigation and antitrust attorney for eight years.
A member of the New York Bar, Olivier is the chair of the International Antitrust and Competition Law Committee of the
International Law and Practice (ILP) Section of the New York State Bar Association and also serves as a member of the
Steering Group for the International Antitrust Law Committee of the ABA Section of International Law. Olivier also serves as a
member of the legal committee of the Board of the Lycée Français de New York.
Admissions/Affiliations
Admitted to practice: New York, various Federal Courts
Education

 University of Paris I Panthéon Sorbonne, Paris, France, J.D., (Maitrise) in International and European Law, cum laude –
Valedictorian

 University of Paris I Panthéon Sorbonne, Paris, France, LL.M., (D.E.A.) in Conflict of Laws and International Business
Trade Law, cum laude

 Fordham University School of Law, LL.M., cum laude
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Languages

 French (Fluent)
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Kent S. Bernard
Fordham University School of Law
140 West 62nd Street
New York, NY 10023
Email: Kent.Bernard@gmail.com
Telephone: 203-259-7386

Professional Experience
Kent Bernard brings a unique perspective to antitrust, healthcare and the interplay
between U.S. and other competition law regimes, topics on which he has practiced,
spoken and written.
After starting his career in a law firm, Mr. Bernard moved in house in 1978. From 1980
until 2008 he held a series of increasingly responsible in-house legal positions at Pfizer
Inc., retiring as Vice President & Assistant General Counsel and Deputy Managing
Partner of the Pfizer Legal Division.
Mr. Bernard’s responsibilities ranged widely, from helping to acquire and then being the
General Counsel of Schneider Medintag, a maker of sophisticated interventional
cardiology devices that grew to become the most profitable company within the Pfizer
Medical Devices group, to working on matters across the parent company spectrum
including:
 Planning, structuring and implementing worldwide antitrust and competition law
clearances for some of the largest acquisitions in the pharmaceutical industry.
 Establishing direct relations with competition authorities in the U.S., the EU, and
elsewhere; setting up a worldwide network of law firms; providing and coordinating
worldwide legal support for marketing and other programs.
 Responding to U.S. and foreign government investigations; running major antitrust
cases.
 Setting up and running an outreach program to the U.S. State Attorneys
General. Also working with Government Affairs personnel on Federal legislative
matters.
1980 – 2008 Pfizer Inc. , New York, NY
1978- 1980 William H. Rorer, Inc., Fort Washington, PA
1975 – 1978 Montgomery, McCracken, Walker & Rhoads, Philadelphia, PA
Education
 University of Pennsylvania Law School, J.D., 1975, magna cum laude, Order of the
Coif, Articles Editor, University of Pennsylvania Law Review.
 Colgate University, B.A., 1972, cum laude, high honors in philosophy, Phi Beta
Kappa.

Partner | Miguel Del Pino
 E. mp@marval.com
 T. (54-11) 4310-0100 ext. 1697
 Current Position
Partner
 Practice Area
Competition / Antitrust
Corporate / M&A
 Languages
Spanish - English - Portuguese
Miguel del Pino joined Marval, O’Farrell & Mairal in 1998 and was made a partner in 2008. His area of
specialization is centered on competition and mergers and acquisitions.
His professional work focuses on advising clients and representing them before the antitrust authorities on
matters relating to pre-merger control, cartel investigations, anticompetitive investigation and general market
investigations.
He has also dealt with mergers, acquisitions and joint venture transactions, advising buyers and sellers on the
transfer of shares or assets in Argentina. He has been very active in advising foreign clients on setting up
businesses in Argentina and compliance with local regulations.
He has published several works related to his area of expertise and has participated as a panelist and
moderator in different conferences related to his area of expertise.
He is an assistant professor of Competition Law at the Post-Graduate Courses of Business and Economics
Law of the Universidad Católica. In 1995 he was an assistant professor of Economics at the School of Law of
the Universidad de Buenos Aires.
He graduated as a lawyer at the Universidad de Buenos Aires in 1994 and in 1997 he obtained a Master of
Laws from the University of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA).
Buenos Aires

New York

Av. Leandro N. Alem 928

120 East 56th Street, Suite 420

(C1001AAR) Buenos Aires, Argentina

NY 10022, U.S.A.

T. (54.11) 4310.0100

T. (1.212) 838.4641

F. (54.11) 4310.0200

F. (1.212) 751.3854

Alfredo M. O´Farrell
Partner
E. amof@marval.com
T. (54-11) 4310-0100 ext. 1735
Practice Areas
Competition / Antitrust
Corporate / M&A
Languages
Spanish - French - English

Alfredo O’Farrell has been a partner with Marval, O’Farrell & Mairal since 1978 and he specializes in
general corporate and company law, M&A, privatizations, “shareholders disputes” and other related
corporate matters as well as in antitrust issues.
Within his area of specialization he has advised national and foreign firms in corporate matters,
mergers, acquisitions, different antitrust issues, distribution and agency contracts, privatizations and
financings. His advice includes operation structuring, acquisition of real estate, contracts relating to
the construction of plants and other related matters.
He graduated from the Universidad de Buenos Aires in 1975 and obtained a Master in Comparative
Jurisprudence from New York University in 1977.
Before joining the firm he worked for the law firm Rosenmann, Colin, Freund, Lewis & Cohen, in New
York.
He is Chairman of the firm.

Peredo, Amilcar
Areas of Concentration
Antitrust

Professional Memberships
Among other associations, he is a member of the Antitrust Committee of the
International Bar Association and of the American Bar Association.

Professional Experience
Mr. Peredo has broad experience representing national and international clients in all areas of Competition
Law, including pre-merger filings before the Competition Commission, investigations for cartel cases and
abuse of dominance, leniency applications, compliance programs and general advice on competition matters.

Recognitions
From 2009 to date, Mr. Peredo has been recognized by publications such as “Who’s Who Legal”, “Chambers
& Partners”, and ”Global Competition Review” as one of the best antitrust lawyers in Mexico.

Publications
In 2004 published one of the few books on Mexican antitrust law called (in English) “Economic Competition:
Theory and Practice” which is used as a text in many Mexican universities.

Education
Obtained his law degree at the Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico in 1996. He also obtained a
masters degree at the Georgetown University Law Center, specializing in antitrust law and is therefore familiar
with United States antitrust law.

Academic Experience
He has been a lecturer in antitrust law at two of Mexico’s best known universities.

Languages
Spanish and English.
Paseo de los Tamarindos
No. 400-A, Piso 9
Col. Bosques de las Lomas,
05120, México, D. F.
T: (52 55) 52 61 04 99
F: (52 55) 52 61 04 96
aperedo@basham.com.mx

AMADEU RIBEIRO
Partner
Amadeu has extensive experience representing clients in complex antitrust
matters, including merger review cases, government investigations, antitrust
litigation, and general antitrust counseling. Amadeu is currently the only foreign
member of the Council of the American Bar Association – Antitrust Law Section,
and a member of the Brazilian Institute for the Study of Competition, Consumer
Affairs, and International Trade (IBRAC).
Education
Bachelor of Laws, Universidade de São Paulo
Business Degree in Foreign Trade, Colégio Humboldt
Doctor of Laws, Universidade de São Paulo
Recognitions
Chambers Latin America – Competition & Antitrust, 2011 - 2015
Chambers Global – Insurance, 2011 - 2014
LACCA Approved – Antitrust, Law Business Research, 2015
Global Competition Review – 40 under 40, 2012
Telephone
+1 646 695 1101
E-mail
amadeu@mattosfilho.com.br
Office
New York
Practice
Antitrust
Languages
Portuguese
English
German
Bar Admission
São Paulo
Rio de Janeiro
Brasília

www.mattosfilho.com.br

MICHAELYNN WARE
Michaelynn Ware is Assistant General Counsel, Antitrust & Competition Law at United
Technologies Corporation (UTC), based in Hartford, CT. She has global responsibility for
merger analysis and approvals, antitrust counseling and compliance, and antitrustrelated litigation matters. Before joining UTC in 2012, Michaelynn practiced antitrust
law in the Washington, DC office of Hogan Lovells US LLP.
Michaelynn graduated from the University of Virginia School of Law and the George
Washington University.

Ying YANG
Tel: 86-10-8513 1818
Fax: 86-10-8513 1919
Email: ying_yang@broadbright.com

Ms. Yang started legal practice since 2004 and joined Broad & Bright from the beginning of
2005. She graduated from the School of Economics of Nankai University with a Bachelor’s
degree in Economics in 1996 and obtained a Master’s degree in Commerce from the
University of New South Wales, Faculty of Business in 2004.
Ying’s focus of practice includes competition law, and anti-dumping, countervailing subsidy
matters. She worked as outside counsel to advise the Chinese government on WTO rules
implementation, OECD steel negotiation, trade barrier issues and anti-trust law legislation.
as a governmental expert advising the government on WTO rules implementation, OECD steel
negotiation, trade barrier issues and anti-trust law legislation, and represented the Chinese
government in WTO’s dispute-settlement and various foreign or domestic clients in the
antidumping and countervailing proceedings.
On competition law area, as a key member of the trade law team of Broad & Bright, she had
advised on more than 180 merger control filings in China which involve a range of industries,
such as chemicals, machinery, electronics, medical, food & beverage, automotive, and
information technology and etc. She also assisted a number of clients in connection with
NDRC’s antitrust investigations.

The most recent major awards that B&B won include:
-

Chambers Asia-Pacific's Leading Lawyers for Business 2015 (Competition/Antitrust)

-

China Antitrust & Competition Law Firm of the Year - Finance Monthly Law Awards 2015

-

Antitrust Law Firm of the Year - Corporate LiveWire Global Awards 2015

-

Leading Lawyers by Asia law 2015 (Competition & Antitrust)

-

IFLR1000 Leading Lawyer of the Year in 2014

-

China Law & Practice – Competition Firm of the Year – 2014

-

China Antitrust Law Firm of the Year - ACQ Global Awards 2014

